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Branding Suite
DJ Divito Branding Suite 

A branding suite was developed for local DJ Divito. This branding suite has 
strengthened brand identity and visibility amongst the target audience. 

https://veradesignsandcommunications.myportfolio.com/dj-divito-
business-cards
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Brand Analysis
Frank Body Brand Analysis

The Frank Body brand analysis involved identifying the current target 
market, describing the brand’s current situation in the market, the brand’s 
positioning, key competitors and research trends the brand can capitalise 
on.

https://veradesignsandcommunications.myportfolio.com/frank-body-
brand-analysis
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User Interface
Flourish Mobile App

The Flourish App was created to address the pain point of mental health and assist Syrian refugees to build a support system whilst settling in 
Australia. The mobile application contains the following features; connecting with other app users, finding events within their location, finding 
mental health support located nearby, the ability to use mental health services at home, and ongoing general assistance.

https://veradesignsandcommunications.myportfolio.com/flourish-mobile-app



Visual Compositions
The Struggle Behind The Face

For this project, digital imaging visual representation techniques were used to produce engaging visual compositions. The theme for this project 
was ‘The Struggle Behind the Face’ and combined photography and illustrative techniques to reflect the struggles of anger, anxiety and self-
identity.

https://veradesignsandcommunications.myportfolio.com/the-struggle-behind-the-face
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Design and Comparison Report
Tripp Trapp Chair Report

The report focuses on comparisons of the chair’s past and present design 
features, usage scenarios, communication and advertising as well as 
analyse the impact on society and culture. Presented in a well-designed 
report the type, layout and illustrations used are needed to effectively 
communicate the information and research.

https://veradesignsandcommunications.myportfolio.com/tripp-trapp-
chair-design-and-comparison-report



Information Visualisation 
ACT Road Crashes Infographic

Based on a data set provided by 
Roads ACT, Transport Canberra and 
City Services, the key statistics were 
to be communicated and presented 
in a visually engaging way to a wide 
audience. The infographic was designed 
to help the readers process the content 
more efficiently.

https://veradesignsandcommunications.
myportfolio.com/act-road-crashes-
infographic



Behavioural Change Campaign
Drinkwise Campaign

The goal of the Drinkwise Campaign assessment was to reduce the 
amount of Australians who partake in drunk driving. The campaign 
used reinforcements within high alcohol consumption environments 
to lead to behaviour change. This was done through the placement of 
coasters, beer holders, posters, interactive kiosks and social media/
streaming advertisements.

https://veradesignsandcommunications.myportfolio.com/drinkwise-
campaign



Hand-drawn Typography 
Megalo Studio Screen Printing

This project involved converting hand-drawn typography into 
a wearable design produced using the screen printing facilities 
at Megalo Print Studios in Kingston. The task focused on 
researching the physical effects of designs and how they will 
transfer from a computer screen to coloured fabric.

https://veradesignsandcommunications.myportfolio.com/
megalo-studio-screen-printing


